Frequently Asked Questions – Cardano (ADA)
Why delegate to Lion Rock Staking?
Driven by our passion for the Cardano (ADA) ecosystem, Lion Rock Staking provides
staking services that are secure, reliable, and profitable for delegators.
We’ve got an experienced team of developers and system engineers operating the stake
pool infrastructure. As a participant, you can be assured that our pool/s will be up and
running 24/7.

What is the Lion Rock Staking Cardano (ADA) Pool ID?
3b88a7f2e8a427d744a48965dcdf1981fb69338dbcf2105793b7e391

What is pledging?
Pledging is the act of stake pool operators having their own ADA as part of the pool’s
stake. The higher the amount of ADA pledged, the more rewards the pool will receive.
During pool registration, stake pool operators may opt to pledge some or all of their
stake to make their pool more attractive.

What is stake pool saturation?
Saturation is a term used to indicate that a particular stake pool has more stake
delegated to it than is ideal for the network. Once a pool reaches the point of saturation,
it will offer diminishing rewards.
You can check out our current pool saturation HERE.
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What is the minimum ADA I can stake?
The minimum requirement for staking is 10 ADA. Please note that an additional 2 ADA
deposit and ~0.17 TX Fee are also required when delegating for the first time.

How much ADA will I be able to earn?
The overall annual return on ADA should be around 5% as per current protocol
parameters. The amount of ADA you can earn is not fixed, it depends greatly on the
following factors:
• Amount of ADA staked
• Performance of the stake pool
• Percentage of fee the stake pool charges.

How long does it take to receive my first rewards?
For any change in delegation, the rewards are reflected after 4 epoch transitions (15-20
days).
For example, if you staked in epoch X, your first reward will show up at the start of X+4.
After the initial wait time, you can expect to receive rewards at the end of every epoch (5
days)..

Will the rewards I earn be automatically added to my stake?
Yes. After you have delegated your stake to a particular stake pool, the rewards you
earn are automatically staked to the pool as part of your delegation. This goes true for
any new funds received from the wallet as well.
Any balance change in the wallet will be automatically captured as part of the snapshot
and incur updated rewards after 15-20 days.
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When should I withdraw my rewards?
You are free to withdraw your rewards whenever you want. However, it’s not required to
do so unless you wish to send your full balance to another wallet/exchange.
All your rewards will be automatically distributed to your wallet and staked to the pool as
part of your delegation, no further action is needed.

Which wallets can I use to stake ADA?
The most popular wallets you can use to stake ADA are Yoroi, Daedalus, and AdaLite.
These wallets are specifically designed for Cardano, including the ADA delegation
feature. All of them are open source and compatible with Ledger and Trezor hardware
wallet.
Yoroi – https://yoroi-wallet.com
Daedalus – https://daedaluswallet.io
AdaLite – https://adalite.io

Should I buy a hardware wallet?
At Lion Rock Staking, we prioritize security above all else and so recommend all holders
& stakers of cryptocurrency to properly protect their assets by using a hardware wallet.
Ledger produce popular & reliable products to help users amplify their cryptocurrency
security, and are used & recommended by Lion Rock Staking for their ease of use and
high levels of adoption & application.
The Ledger Nano X offers security & stability in a stylish and compact form factor, click
here to find out more and get yours today!
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